A tragic triad: coronary artery disease, nicotine addiction, and depression.
Despite the availability of multiple resources for treating smoking in patients with cardiovascular disease (CVD) and the well known risks of continued smoking, a majority of smokers resume smoking after hospitalization for acute CVD. Depression is common among patients with CVD and is associated with failure to follow recommendations to reduce cardiac risk. This review examines the complex relationship between smoking and depression in patients with CVD and current evidence for treating this triad. The prevalence of depressive symptoms among smokers hospitalized with CVD is 22-24%. Smokers with depressive symptoms are more likely to return to smoking after hospital discharge compared with nondepressed smokers. Stronger nicotine withdrawal symptoms among the depressed smokers contribute to relapse. Secondary analyses suggest that bupropion SR and cognitive behavioral therapy may be effective treatments for smokers with depression and CVD. A systematic review of smoking interventions in hospitalized patients found that only intensive counseling interventions with follow-up for more than 1 month were effective for smokers with CVD. Clinicians should consider screening all smokers with CVD for depression, particularly during hospitalization for an acute event. Smokers hospitalized with CVD need intensive counseling lasting more than 1 month after discharge, and smokers with depressive symptoms need even more prolonged treatment for quitting. The addition of pharmacotherapy to long-term counseling has the potential to further improve cessation rates.